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a b s t r a c t

The fetal origins hypothesis posits that adverse prenatal exposures, particularly malnutrition, increase
the risk of poor adult health. Studies using famine as a natural experiment to test the fetal origins hy-
pothesis present conflicting findings, partly because of data limitations and modeling flaws. Capitalizing
on the biomarker data and prefecture-level geographic information from the 2011 China Health and
Retirement Longitudinal Study, this study estimates the effects of prenatal exposure to China's 1959e61
famine on later-life risks of cardiovascular and metabolic diseases. Our analysis addresses the problems
of measurement error and intrinsic cohort differences that challenge prior studies. We use provincial and
prefecture-level geographic variations in famine severity, a proxy for prenatal malnutrition, for model
identification. We construct instrumental variables from geocoded newspaper archive data to adjust for
measurement error in famine exposure. We find that estimates of the famine effects are highly sensitive
to the choices of health indicators, measures of famine severity, and regression model specifications.
Overall, we find little evidence supporting the fetal origins hypothesis. In fact, it appears that prenatal
exposure to famine reduces later-life disease risks in certain cases. We interpret this finding as evidence
of mortality selection among the famine survivors at work. We conclude that using famine as a natural
experiment in itself does not guarantee correct statistical inference about the long-term health impacts
of prenatal malnutrition when other analytical challenges remain unresolved.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The controversial fetal origins hypothesis (Barker,1990,1995a,b)
conjectures that prenatal exposure to an adverse environment, in
particular to malnutrition, may “program” the fetus to develop
particular metabolic characteristics, likely through environmental
effects on the epigenome. Such developmental changes may persist
over the life course and increase risks of cardiovascular and
metabolic diseases in middle and later ages. The life course
perspective of the fetal origins hypothesis, as well as its recent
variants such as the developmental origins hypothesis (Bateson
et al., 2004; Gluckman et al., 2008, 2005), has made it an attrac-
tive theoretical and analytical framework to researchers. However,
supportive empirical evidence is uneven, particularly in the area of
the long-term health effects of prenatal malnutrition.
Early efforts to test the fetal origins hypothesis using observa-
tional data often failed to control for other prenatal confounders
(Barker, 1995a,b; Barker and Osmond, 1986). These studies also rely
heavily on low birth weight as a crude proxy for fetal malnutrition,
even though maternal malnutrition during gestation may induce
later-life disease without affecting birth weight (Roseboom et al.,
2001). More importantly, the observed association between birth
weight and health outcomes in later life could reflect many unob-
served joint determinants such as genetic, socioeconomic, and
environmental factors. Failing to control for such factors can
introduce omitted variable bias and preclude causal inference
(Almond and Currie, 2011; Paneth and Susser, 1995; Portrait et al.,
2011; Song, 2013a).

To adjust for potential confounders more effectively, researchers
have increasingly used exposure to prenatal famine as a natural
experiment in studies of long-term health effects of prenatal
malnutrition (for a recent review, see Lumey et al., 2011). Well-
known famine examples include 19th-century crop failures in
Sweden and Finland, the Siege of Leningrad of 1941e44, the Dutch
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HungerWinter of 1944e45, the Chinese Great Leap Forward famine
of 1959e61, and the Bangladesh famine of 1974. Because exposure
to famine is beyond the control of most individuals, regardless of
their genetic traits, personality, or socioeconomic status, the pro-
cess governing an individual's prenatal exposure to famine-induced
malnutrition is arguably exogenous and resembles random
assignment. Therefore, casual effects of prenatal malnutrition on
adult health can be inferred by comparing two similar sub-
populations that differ in the famine exposure.

However, famine studies have produced conflicting evidence
about the effects of prenatal exposure on adult health. For example,
in comparisons of cohorts born before or after a famine, prenatal
malnutrition has been related to higher older age mortality rates in
the 1846e47 Dutch Potato Famine (Lindeboom et al., 2010), but not
in the 1866e68 Finnish famine (Kannisto et al., 1997), the Dutch
Hunger Winter (Painter et al., 2005), or the 1959e61 Chinese
famine (Song, 2009). Even studies of the same famine have pro-
duced mixed findings on similar health outcomes. For example, in
studies focused on the Siege of Leningrad, Koupil et al. (2007) re-
ported significantly increased risks of cardiovascular diseases (CVD)
and mortality in adult life among those exposed to famine in
childhood, while Stanner et al. (1997) found no elevated risk for
CVD among individuals exposed to famine either in utero or in-
fancy. Similarly, in studies of the Dutch HungerWinter, Ravelli et al.
(1998) found an association between prenatal famine exposure and
insulin resistance, but de Rooij et al. (2006) failed to do so. In their
review of 30 studies of the relationship between prenatal famine
and adult health, Lumey et al. (2011) found a lack of consistent
associations for most measures of adult health, except for adult
body size, diabetes, and schizophrenia.

These inconclusive findings may reflect incomparable analytic
strategies among these studies. For instance, while the most com-
mon estimation approach is simple cohort difference (SCD) in
health between individuals born during versus after/before a
famine, some studies use an approach known as difference-in-
differences (DID) to exploit spatial variation in famine exposure
in addition to temporal (cohort) variation. The SCD approach hinges
on stronger assumptions and presumably yields less robust results
than the DID approach (see details below).

In this study, we seek to advance the literature by examining the
effects of prenatal and infancy exposure to the 1959e61 Chinese
famine, also known as the Great Leap Forward (GLF) famine, on
adult cardiovascular and metabolic disease risks. We choose the
GLF famine for a case study because of its greater magnitude
relative to other famines in terms of duration (three years),
geographic scope (pandemic as opposed to endemic), and level of
damage (16.5e30 million excess deaths with a mortality rate of
over 3.0%) (Song et al., 2009; Susser and St Clair, 2013). Our analysis
tackles two empirical challenges of prior studies: (1) measurement
errors related to famine exposure and adult health outcomes, and
(2) inappropriate estimation strategies. We overcome the first
challenge by drawing on biomarker data from the 2011 wave of the
China Health and Retirement Longitudinal Study (CHARLS),
matching CHARLS respondents to a variety of historical famine
data, including fine-grained geographical variation in famine
severity. We address the second challenge by assessing results
obtained from four discrete estimation strategies e SCD, deviation
from cohort trend (DCT), DID, and instrumental variable (IV) e

which vary in their ability to address measurement error and to
make causal inference.We provide a sketch of the GLF famine in the
next section before reviewing the related literature.

2. Background of the GLF famine

From 1958 to 1961, the Communist Party of China (CPC)
launched a massive campaign, known as the Great Leap Forward
(GLF), mobilizing the entire country to adopt radical economic and
social policies to rapidly transform China from a predominantly
agrarian society to an industrialized socialist economy through a
Soviet-style high investment in heavy industry, supported by
agricultural collectivization. To appeal to their zealous superiors in
the CPC, and avoid being labeled “anti-revolution,” local cadres
began to make fictitious high-yield agricultural reports of grain
output to the People's Daily, the CPC's official newspaper (Kung and
Chen, 2011). The first such instance was on June 8, 1958, when the
front-page headline of the People's Daily reported that a People's
Commune in Henan Province achieved a significantly higher than
average wheat yield of 2105 catties per mu (1 catty ¼ 1/2 kg; 1
mu ¼ 1/6 acre). This exaggeration was topped the next day when
the People's Daily reported that another commune in Hubei Prov-
ince harvested an average of 2357 catties of wheat permu. Quickly,
other regions throughout the country began to over-report grain
yields. From June to September, more than 800 false reports (based
on our calculation) of abnormally high grain yields were published
in the People's Daily. At the end of 1958, the national grain pro-
ductionwas reported to be 375 million metric tons (MMT), roughly
double the yield of 1957. Subsequent verification in 1961, however,
placed the actual 1958 yield at 200 MMT (Bernstein, 1984).

These grain yield exaggerations led to food shortages in several
ways. Top political leaders, believing China was facing a grain sur-
plus rather than a shortfall (Bernstein, 1984; Yang, 1996), raised
compulsory procurement levels d amounts that collectives must
deliver to the state (Ashton et al., 1984; Bernstein, 1984). The total
grain procurement in the 1958 grain year was 22.3 percent higher
than that in 1957 (Yang, 1996). In addition, new policies were
implemented to divert labor and resources from agriculture to
fruitless projects such as the so-called backyard furnace movement
in later 1958 and to reduce sown acreage in 1959 (Ashton et al.,
1984). Together, these changes resulted in sharp declines in grain
production, and rural villages suffered from severe food shortage
after compulsory procurement to support urban and industrial
growth. Coupled with other manmade and natural devastating
factors, the resulting GLF famine of 1959e61 caused an estimated
16.5 to 30 million excess deaths, depending on the data sources,
underlying assumptions, and methods of estimation employed
(Ashton et al., 1984; Banister, 1987; Coale, 1984; Peng, 1987; Yao,
1999).

3. Studies of the GLF famine and limitations

In prior studies of the long-term effects of the GLF famine on
physical health, the most frequently examined health outcome is
adulthood nutritional status derived from anthropometric mea-
sures. A key data source in this research is the China Health and
Nutrition Survey (CHNS), a longitudinal study of Chinese house-
holds in nine provinces since 1989. For example, using data from
the 1991 wave of the CHNS, Chen and Zhou (2007) found that those
born in 1959 and 1960 attained shorter height in adulthood than
those born between 1963 and 1967 (i.e., after the famine). The
negative association between prenatal famine exposure and adult
height was also confirmed in the 1989 wave (Meng and Qian, 2009)
and the pooled 1989e93 waves (Fung and Ha, 2010). However,
using the 1989e97 CHNS data, Gørgens et al. (2012) reported that
the young female famine cohort (born 1957e61) grew about 2 cm
taller in adulthood than did the control cohorts (born 1938e47 or
1962e71) e a finding attributed to a positive selection among
famine survivors. Findings on BMI-related measures are even more
inconclusive. Studies comparing adults from the famine and post-
famine birth cohorts report the famine cohort has no significant
difference in BMI (Meng and Qian, 2009), borderline significantly
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higher (at 0.1 level) BMI (Fung and Ha, 2010), or significantly higher
rates of ‘overweight’ BMI (>¼ 25 kg/m2) (Luo et al., 2006).

In other research, Huang et al. (2010b) analyzed a cross-
sectional sample of women in three provinces and found reduced
height in the famine cohort, increased BMI and risk of hypertension
in the pre-famine cohort, compared to the post-famine cohort. In a
series of studies using the biomarker data from the 2002 China
National Nutrition and Health Survey (CNNHS), Li et al. (2010;
2011a; 2011b) reported that only in severely affected famine
areas did the 1959e61 famine cohort have significantly higher
systolic and diastolic blood pressures (BPs) and higher risks of
hyperglycemia and metabolic syndrome than did the 1962e64
post-famine cohort.

Using retrospective data on family deaths from the 1988 Na-
tional Survey of Fertility and Contraception, Song (2009) compared
mortality between the famine and non-famine cohorts, finding no
significant difference after adjusting for the cross-cohort temporal
trend of mortality rate. In another study using the same data, Song
(2010) found a highermortality rate among the famine cohort up to
ages 11 and 12, after which the non-famine cohort exhibited a
higher mortality rate up to age 22. But given their vulnerability to
recall error, and without a vital registration system for confirma-
tion, such retrospective household survey data on family member
death dates can be unreliable.

Other GLF famine studies have relied on subjective health in-
dicators. For example, Fan and Qian (2015) used data from the 2005
Chinese General Social Survey to create a composite measure of
health based on multiple measures of self-rated health (e.g., overall
health, physical functioning, disability, body pain, vitality, emotion,
and mental health). They found significantly worse general health
in women born during the famine than in those born after the
famine.

Several limitations are notable in famine studies in China. First,
only a handful have directly measured risks of cardiovascular and
metabolic diseasesdhealth outcomes that have clear physiological
mechanisms related to prenatal malnutrition, and that are specified
in the fetal origins hypothesis. Anthropometric measures (height,
weight, and BMI) are indicative of nutritional status, but are not
biomarkers of cardiovascular and metabolic diseases. Some GLF
famine studies have analyzed hypertension, but the empirical
findings vary, with a significant famine effect reported in one study
(Li et al., 2011a) and a null effect in others (Huang et al., 2010b;
Meng and Qian, 2009). To the best of our knowledge, the only
studies that directly examinemetabolic disease effects are by Li and
colleagues (2010; 2011a; 2011b), who used biomarker data
collected in the 2002 CNNHS. Unfortunately, the CNNHS data are
not publicly available, preventing expansion or replication of their
studies.

A second limitation of past studies is that many relied on
comparisons between the famine cohort (born or conceived during
the famine years) and pre- or post-famine cohorts (born before or
after the famine years) to infer famine effects. This SCD approach
cannot rule out intrinsic cohort differences due to factors other
than famine, especially when the famine and non-famine cohorts
are broadly defined on age (Almond et al., 2010; Chen and Zhou,
2007; Song, 2013a). A refined alternative is to examine deviations
of health outcomes, due to famine exposure, from smooth cohort
trends (Almond, 2006; Almond et al., 2010). This approach distin-
guishes famine-induced cohort difference from cohort difference
due to other factors (e.g., economic growth over time), but requires
additional model specification about the secular cohort trend.
Other studies (Chen and Zhou, 2007; Fan and Qian, 2015; Huang
et al., 2010b; Li et al., 2011b; Luo et al., 2006) exploit within-
cohort geographic variations in famine severity, in addition to
between-cohort differences, to calculate DID estimates of famine
effects. The DID approach may be more robust than the SCD
approach because it permits intrinsic cohort differences as long as
such differences do not vary by severity of famine exposure (Song,
2013a).

However, the DID strategy suffers from several flaws in itself.
First, because researchers generally collect salient data after the
famine, famine severity is often approximated by a period measure
of total famine-caused excess mortality, regardless of birth cohort,
during the famine years (Almond et al., 2010; Chen and Zhou, 2007;
Luo et al., 2006), or a cohort measure of famine-induced cohort size
shrinkage (Huang et al., 2010a, 2010b; Meng and Qian, 2009). These
proxies are susceptible to measurement error, which in turn can
bias the estimate of true famine effect. In particular, estimates of
famine severity can be seriously biased if other correlated factors
that likely contributed to excess mortality or cohort size shrinkage
e such as degraded medical or social services e are omitted in
regression models (Tan et al., 2014). Second, the selection effect
could dominate the health damaging effect of famine where high
mortality levels reduced populations to only the fittest individuals.
In fact, several studies reviewed above have recognized the fitness
selection effect with respect to famine survivors in terms of such
outcomes as height (Gørgens et al., 2012), BMI (Huang et al., 2010b),
mortality (Song, 2010), and schizophrenia (Song et al., 2009).

In addition, most studies of the GLF famine using the DID
approach have relied on variations in famine severity at the pro-
vincial level. When the study area covers only a few provinces,
researchers must include cohorts born many years after the famine
in the control group to make it large enough to analyze between-
group variations (Chen and Zhou, 2007; Fan and Qian, 2015; Fung
and Ha, 2010), thereby further contaminating the famine effect
with intrinsic cohort effect. In addition, because sub-provincial-
level famine intensity may vary widely, even within the hardest-
hit province, the assumption of within-province homogeneity can
result in biased estimates of famine effects. Constrained by data
confidentiality restrictions, however, only a handful of studies have
attempted to investigate sub-provincial variations by matching
survey respondents to county-level cohort size shrinkage (Huang
et al., 2010b, 2013; Meng and Qian, 2009). Even these studies,
however, have shortcomings. Meng and Qian (2009) treated county
of residence at the time of survey as one's birth county among re-
spondents reporting no migration in the prior five years e a
problematic assumption after domestic migration began to surge in
the early 1990s. And Huang et al.'s (2010b, 2013) analyses were
restricted to a limited number of counties (24 or 35) concentrated
in three or four provinces, thereby broaching problems of insuffi-
cient regional variation.

In short, despite conventional assumptions about the long-term
negative health effects of prenatal famine exposure, empirical ev-
idence remains scarce given challenges regarding data limitations,
measurement errors, and estimation drawbacks. In the next sec-
tion, we describe our measurement and modeling strategies to
address these challenges.

4. Data and method

4.1. Data

This study draws on individual-level data from the 2011 baseline
survey of the China Health and Retirement Longitudinal Study
(CHARLS), a nationally representative longitudinal survey of adults
aged 45 and older and their spouses, if available. CHARLS sampled
17,708 residents from 150 counties across 28 provinces in China,
with a response rate of 80.5% (Zhao et al., 2014b), and collected
anthropometric and physical performance measures from 78.9% of
the sample (13,978 respondents) and fasting blood samples with
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valid test results from 60.0% (10,627). Details on sampling pro-
cedures, field operations, and blood collection and tests are
described elsewhere (Zhao et al., 2014a, 2014b).

The CHARLS data has several appealing features for our analysis.
First, it consists of a nationally representative sample with suffi-
cient provincial-level variations in famine severity, making findings
generalizable. Second, both the survey and biomarker data are
publicly available, allowing other researchers to replicate our study.
Third, respondents' places of residence at the time of survey are
known at the prefecture-level, allowing us to match adult health to
sub-provincial famine severity of birthplace for respondents who
did not move from their birth prefecture. On average, each province
consists of about 10 prefectures and each prefecture consists of
about nine counties. Unfortunately, CHARLS has not released the
birth prefecture for those who moved away.

To replicate existing studies as closely as possible, we adopted
the most common cohort definitions: the famine cohort consists of
those born during the famine period of 1959e61; the pre-famine
cohort consists of those born 1956e58; and the post-famine
cohort consists of those born 1962e1964. Some famine cohort
members (born in the early 1959) were actually conceived in 1958
and thus did not experience prenatal famine exposure in full term,
while post-famine cohort members (born in the early 1962)
conceived in 1961 experienced some prenatal famine exposure.
Additional analyses that narrowed the birth years of the famine
cohort to 1960e1961 and of the post-famine cohort to 1963e1964
did not alter our main findings.

Our analytical sample is restricted to 4812 pre-famine, famine,
and post-famine cohort members who were born and lived in rural
Table 1
Cohort-stratified distributions of chronic disease risks and control variables in rural Chin

High-risk cut-points P

%

Biomarkers
Cardiovascular
Diastolic BP �90 mmHg
Systolic BP �140 mmHg
Resting pulse >100 beats/minute

Dyslipidemia
HDL cholesterol <40 mg/dL in men; <50 mg/dL in women
LDL cholesterol >160 mg/dL
Total cholesterol �240 mg/dL
Triglyceride �150 mg/dL

Diabetes
Glucose �126 mg/dL
HbA1c �6.5%

Biomarkers & self-reports
Hypertensiona

Heart problemb

Dyslipidemiac

Diabetesd

Anthropometries
Height (cm; mean) 1
BMI (mean)
Overweight BMI �25
Abdominal obesity Waist circumference >90 cm in men; >80 cm in women

Control variables
Male
Birth quarter
Quarter 1
Quarter 2
Quarter 3
Quarter 4

yp < 0.1; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001 for pairwise cohort differences using the po
a High diastolic or systolic blood pressure, doctor-diagnosed or on treatment for hype
b High resting pulse rate, doctor-diagnosed or on treatment for any heart problem.
c Low HDL cholesterol, high LDL cholesterol, high total cholesterol, high triglycerides,
d High glucose, high HbA1c, doctor-diagnosed or on treatment for diabetes.
areas during childhood and hence were hit harder by the famine
than their urban peers, who were protected through state-
controlled food rationing. Among them, we dropped 141 (2.9%)
pre-famine, 109 (2.3%) famine, and 191 (4.0%) post-famine cohort
members whose birth prefecture was unknown because they had
moved since birth. We further dropped 64 respondents with
missing covariates. Chi-square tests show no significant cohort
difference in missing data on birth prefecture or the other cova-
riates. Every remaining respondent had at least one valid biomarker
and, to maximize statistical power, we allowed the analytical
sample size to vary depending on the number of valid responses for
each health outcome. As a result, the sample sizes ranged from
1003 to 1308 for the pre-famine cohort, 664 to 884 for the famine
cohort, and 1110 to 1550 for the post-famine cohort.

4.2. Dependent variables

To overcome the limitations of previous studies in assessing the
cardiovascular and metabolic disease risks of famine exposure, we
used the CHARLS biomarker data to construct nine dichotomous
indicators of high disease risks in three domains: cardiovascular
(diastolic BP, systolic BP, and resting pulse); dyslipidemia (HDL
cholesterol, LDL cholesterol, total cholesterol, and triglyceride); and
diabetes (glucose and HbA1c), using clinical cut-points (shown in
Table 1; also see Zhao et al., 2014a).

In addition, we combined these nine biomarkers with re-
spondents' self-reported disease history to create another four
dichotomous disease indicators: hypertension (high-risk diastolic or
systolic BP, or ever diagnosed with or treated for hypertension);
ese: CHARLS-2011.

re-famine (1956e58) Famine (1959e61) Post-famine (1962e64; reference)

(N) % (N) % (N)

16.0 (1179) 17.5 (793)* 14.3 (1394)
25.0 (1179)*** 21.8 (793)* 17.4 (1394)
11.7 (1308) 11.3 (884) 11.4 (1550)

39.8 (1012) 42.3 (673) 41.8 (1116)
11.1 (1010)** 10.4 (671)** 6.9 (1116)
11.9 (1010)* 9.5 (673) 9.1 (1116)
15.5 (1012) 17.2 (673) 15.7 (1116)

12.7 (1009)* 12.9 (672)* 9.9 (1114)
4.3 (1021) 4.1 (676) 3.6 (1126)

34.9 (1179)*** 32.3 (793)* 27.7 (1394)
18.7 (1308) 17.9 (884) 17.4 (1550)
52.8 (1009) 55.1 (671) 52.2 (1116)
15.7 (1003)y 16.4 (664)* 12.7 (1110)

59.6 (1167) 159.6 (780) 160.0 (1387)
23.5 (1163)*** 24.0 (779) 24.2 (1383)
31.6 (1163)** 35.2 (779) 37.1 (1383)
44.8 (1173)** 48.7 (785) 50.4 (1391)

52.3 (1326)** 46.4 (887) 46.2 (1565)

28.9 (1326)*** 27.9 (887)** 21.9 (1565)
23.8 (1326)y 24.5 (887)y 21.2 (1565)
23.5 (1326)* 22.3 (887)** 27.1 (1565)
23.8 (1326)*** 25.4 (887)* 29.8 (1565)

st-famine cohort as the reference.
rtension.

doctor-diagnosed or on treatment for dyslipidemia.
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heart problem (high-risk resting pulse, or ever diagnosed with or
treated for any heart problem); dyslipidemia (high-risk HDL/LDL/
total cholesterol or triglyceride levels, or diagnosed with or treated
for dyslipidemia); and diabetes (high-risk glucose or HbA1c, or ever
diagnosed with or treated for dyslipidemia). As a comparison to
prior studies, we also considered several anthropometric measures
typically used in the literature, including height, BMI, overweight
(BMI � 25 kg/m2), and abdominal obesity (waist circumference
>90 cm in men or >80 cm in women).

4.3. Famine severity

We employed two measures of famine severity from the liter-
ature on the GLF famine. The first is a period measure of total
famine-caused excess deaths, regardless of cohort, during the
famine years (Almond et al., 2010; Chen and Zhou, 2007; Fan and
Qian, 2015; Luo et al., 2006). The excess death rate (EDR) was
calculated as the difference between mortality in famine years
(1959e61) and the average of death rates in the three years before
the famine (1956e58). Following some previous studies (Chen and
Zhou, 2007; Fan and Qian, 2015; Huang et al., 2013; Luo et al.,
2006), we used the provincial-level EDR constructed by Lin and
Yang (2000). No reliability statistics of the EDR was reported by
Lin and Yang, but using the widely adopted EDR allows us to
compare our results against previous studies that used the same
measure, and to explore the origins of potential discrepancies.
However, this measure suffers two shortcomings. First, the death
rates are published by China's State Statistical Bureau and hence
subject to potential data distortion. Second, they are provincial
mortality rates, which make sub-provincial analyses impossible.

As an alternative, we derived prefecture-level cohort size
shrinkage indices (CSSI) from the publicly available 1% sample of
the 1990 China Population Census (https://international.ipums.org/
international/). Let Ni

nonfamine denote the average cohort size of
those born during the three years preceding the famine (1956e58)
and the three years after the famine (1962e64) in the ith prefec-
ture, and Ni

famine denote the average cohort size of those born
during the three famine years (1959e61). The CSSI for the ith
prefecture is calculated as a ratio:

CSSIi ¼
Ni
nonfamine � Ni

famine

Ni
nonfamine

(1)

where a larger value indicates a greater reduction in cohort size due
to reduced fertility and increased infant mortality, both presumably
induced by the GLF famine (Huang et al., 2010a, 2010b; Meng and
Qian, 2009). We matched provincial EDRs and prefecture-level
CSSIs to the CHARLS respondents based on their self-reported
birth prefecture. Both EDR and CSSI can more or less capture
famine severity under the assumptions of accurate census data on
fertility and mortality, stable secular trends in fertility and mor-
tality in the counterfactual absence of the famine, and strictly
restricted migration. When one or more assumptions are violated,
measurement error will propagate and the inference of famine
effect will be biased.

4.4. Instrumental variables

As mentioned above, it is very hard to accurately measure
individual-level famine exposure experienced decades ago. Instead,
we have to rely on proxies of famine severity such as EDR and CSSI
at certain aggregate levels (e.g., provinces and prefectures) and
assume homogeneous famine exposure among individuals from
the same area. To address the challenges of measuring famine
exposure, we adopted an IV approach. An IV is an exogenous var-
iable that correlates with the endogenous independent variable
(i.e., famine severity) but not with the error term (i.e., the IV affects
the dependent variable only indirectly through its effect on the
endogenous independent variable being instrumented). A valid IV
approach allows consistent estimation even in the presence of
measurement error in the treatment variable (i.e., famine exposure)
by effectively mimicking random assignments of respondents into
the treatment and control groups in cross-sectional data (Angrist
and Krueger, 2001).

Our IVs were constructed from newspaper reports of exagger-
ations of grain yields by county officials in each prefecture as
published in the 1958 archives of the People's Daily. As described
above, local cadres demonstrated their loyalty to the central state
through enthusiastic endorsement of the GLF movement in various
forms, one of which was to falsely claim unprecedentedly high
grain yields resulting from the agricultural measures advocated in
the movement such as deep plowing, intensive seeding, and heavy
fertilizing. Political loyalty was rewarded with career advancement
and associated increases in salary, occupation prestige, authority,
and privileged access to bureaucratically controlled goods
(Goldstein, 1991). Unfortunately, the falsified harvest led to exces-
sive compulsory grain procurement, reduced sown acreage in 1959,
and diverted labor and resources from agriculture to fruitless pro-
jects (Ashton et al., 1984), all of which contributed to the subse-
quent famine. In other words, we should expect the frequency of
exaggerating grain yields in a given prefecture to be positively
related to famine severity in that prefecture, satisfying the IV
relevance requirement. On the other hand, local cadres gradually
stopped falsifying grain yields towards the end of 1958 as the
harvest season ended. This devastating practice had been
completely abandoned, along with other radical measures, by 1961
when the central state suspended the GLF movement as a whole.
Therefore, it is unlikely that exaggerations of grain yields in 1958
could directly affect later-life health of the famine cohort other than
through its impact on famine severity, thereby satisfying the
exclusion restriction for an IV.

We geocoded to county level a total of 558 exaggerations of
grain yields, defined as a reported grain yield of 1000 catties permu
(or 3000 kg per acre) or more (Kung and Chen, 2011), as reported in
the People's Daily from June to September, 1958 e the most inten-
sive period of agricultural falsification. Due to the lack of county-
level geographic information in the CHARLS data, the two IVs
employed in this study are aggregated measures at the prefecture
level. The first IV is the total number of exaggerations summed over
all the counties in each prefecture, reflecting the famine severity.
The second IV is the total number of counties that exaggerated
grain yields in each prefecture, capturing the geographic coverage
of agricultural falsification. These two IVs together form a measure
of famine intensity and coverage across prefectures.

4.5. Control variables

We controlled for gender and birth quarter (to adjust for season
effect of birth on mortality, see for example Almond, 2006), as well
as provincial fixed effects whenever suitable (i.e., model conver-
gence is not a problem).

4.6. Statistical models

We employed four estimators to infer the health effects of the
GLF famine. The SCD estimator ignores geographic variations in
famine severity and infers the famine effects from between-cohort
differences in health outcomes. To simplify the discussion, let's
ignore the pre-famine cohort for now and define C ¼ 1 for the

https://international.ipums.org/international/
https://international.ipums.org/international/


Table 2
Measures of famine severity and instrumental variables during the 1959e1961
Chinese famine.
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famine cohort and C ¼ 0 for the post-famine cohort. Let yi denote a
health outcome for ith individual, a SCD estimator can be obtained
from:

yi ¼ b0 þ b1Ci þ b2Xi þ εi (2)

where b1 represents the famine effect, Xi denotes the control var-
iables, and εi is a random error. The DCT estimator adds a poly-
nomial cohort trend:

yi ¼ b0 þ b1Ci þ b2YOBi þ b3YOB
2
i þ b4YOB

3
i þ b5Xi þ εi (3)

where YOB denotes birth year and we follow Almond et al.'s (2010)
work to allow a flexible, cubic cohort trend. Under the assumption
that cohort effects on health tend to be smooth, deviations of health
outcomes from the cohort trend for the famine cohort, as reflected
by b1, indicate famine effects (Almond, 2006).

The DID estimator exploits geographic variations in famine
severity in addition to cohort variations. Let Sj denote famine
severity in jth prefecture (or province), a regression-based DID
estimator can be obtained from:

yij ¼ b0 þ b1Cij þ b2Sj þ b3Cij � Sj þ b4Xij þ εi (4)

where b3, the coefficient of the interaction between cohort and
regional famine severity, is the DID estimate of the famine effect.

Unlike the SCD, DCT, and DID, the IV estimator does not hinge on
between-cohort variations. It also alleviates the problems of mea-
surement error by instrumenting the treatment variable e famine
severity. Let Z1j and Z2j denote the two IVs in jth prefecture, a two-
stage least squares (2SLS) IV estimator can be obtained from two
equations:

yij ¼ b0 þ b1Sj þ b2Xij þ εi (5)

Sj ¼ a0 þ a1Z1j þ a2Z2j þ uj (6)

These estimators require different assumptions to achieve
consistent estimates of the famine effects. The SCD approach as-
sumes no other cohort differences in health exist except the cohort
difference in exposure to the famine. This assumptionmay not hold
when there are improvements in nutrition and health across co-
horts due to economic growth over time. The DCT approach adjusts
for intrinsic cohort differences due to non-famine factors by fitting
a nonlinear cohort trend, but the chosen functional form can be
misspecified. The DID approach does not require an explicit spec-
ification of the cohort trend, but it assumes the intrinsic cohort
differences to be the same across areas of different levels of famine
severity. It also implicitly assumes that variations in famine expo-
sure are accurately approximated by the measured famine severity
(i.e., Sj). The IV approach addresses the measurement error in
famine exposure, but it requires the assumptions of instrument
relevance and exclusion restriction to be satisfied. Throughout the
regression analysis, we calculated p-values based on robust stan-
dard errors that adjust for the potential correlation of observations
clustered within the same prefectures.
Mean SD Min Max N

Provincial level
EDR (unit: 0.1%) 6.4 6.9 0.1 28.6 27
CSSI (unit: 1%) 37.1 12.6 19.0 63.0 27

Prefecture level
CSSI (unit: 1%) 40.8 13.8 9.9 79.1 119
N of exaggerations 3.7 6.1 0.0 41.0 119
N of counties exaggerating grain yields 1.8 2.1 0.0 14.0 119

Note: EDR ¼ excess death rate and is from Lin and Yang (2000); CSSI ¼ cohort size
shrinkage index and is from the 1% sample of China's 1990 population census.
5. Results

5.1. Descriptive statistics

Table 1 reports cohort-specific prevalence of disease risks and
nutritional status, as well as Chi-square and t-tests of pairwise
cohort differences using the post-famine cohort as the reference
group. Comparisons between the famine and post-famine cohorts
on biomarkers alone and on biomarkers combined with self-
reports are consistent with the fetal origins hypothesis. The
famine cohort had significantly higher proportions of at-risk
members with respect to diastolic and systolic BP, LDL choles-
terol, glucose, and combined indicators of hypertension and dia-
betes compared to the post-famine cohort. Similar patterns hold for
the pre-famine cohort in comparison with the post-famine cohort.
Comparisons on the anthropometric measures, however, yielded
no significant differences between the famine and post-famine
cohorts, and less risk for the pre-famine than the post-famine
cohort in terms of the prevalence of high-BMI, overweight, and
abdominally obese individuals.

Table 1 also shows frequency distributions of the control vari-
ables. The pre-famine cohort consisted of more male survivors
(52.3%) than the famine (46.4%) and post-famine (46.2%) cohorts. In
terms of season of birth, both the pre-famine and famine cohorts
were more likely to be born in the first quarter and less likely to be
born in the third and last quarters than the post-famine cohorts.

Table 2 presents descriptive statistics for measures of famine
severity and IVs. At the provincial level, both excessive death rate
(EDR) and cohort size shrinkage index (CSSI) exhibit sufficient
spatial variations with large standard deviations and ranges.
Figs. 1e3 depict prefecture-level spatial variations in CSSI and the
two IVs e number of counties with grain yield exaggerations and
number of grain yield exaggerations e respectively. Fig. 1 shows
notable regional clusterings of high CSSI, corresponding to severe
famine both within and across provincial boundaries. Mixed colors
in any given province also suggest that within-province variation in
CSSI was quite common even in the least (green (in the web
version)) or hardest (red (in the web version)) hit provinces. The
spatial distributions of the two IVs (Figs. 2 and 3) overlap partially
with that of the CSSI (Fig. 1), implying that variation in the exag-
geration of grain yields account for part of the variation in famine
severity, and hence CSSI.

5.2. Regression results

To save space, Table 3 shows only the main coefficient estimates
of interest e that is, the estimated famine effects on health as
indexed by biomarkers (see Appendix Table A1 for examples of full
model estimates). The SCD estimates provide evidence supporting
the fetal origins hypothesis. Compared to the post-famine cohort,
both pre-famine and famine cohorts were at significantly higher
risk of poor health with respect to systolic BP, LDL cholesterol, and
glucose. The pre-famine cohort also had higher total cholesterol.
The DCTestimates reveal marginally significant risks of high resting
pulse for both pre-famine and famine cohorts, but no difference in
other outcomes. By contrast, the DID estimates are either insig-
nificant or negatively significant (most notably for LDL and total
cholesterol), regardless of how famine severity was measured (EDR
or CSSI) or at what geographic scale (province or prefecture). In
other words, the famine cohort living in areas of greater famine



Fig. 1. Prefecture-level cohort size shrinkage index (CSSI).

Fig. 2. Number of counties that ever exaggerated grain yields in each prefecture (i.e., the first instrumental variable).

Fig. 3. Total number of exaggerations of grain yields in each prefecture (i.e., the second instrumental variable).
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Table 3
Estimated coefficients of famine effects on high-risk biomarkers.

Diastolic BP Systolic BP Resting pulse Cholesterol Triglyceride Glucose HbA1c

HDL LDL Total

SCD (ref: post-famine)
Pre-famine 0.074 0.279*** 0.043 �0.036 0.266** 0.144* �0.020 0.157* 0.077
Famine 0.126 0.163* 0.003 �0.031 0.252** 0.024 0.055 0.175* 0.049

DCT (ref: post-famine)
Pre-famine �0.039 �0.047 0.580y �0.059 0.094 0.035 0.089 �0.107 0.388
Famine �0.082 �0.038 0.323y �0.108 0.079 �0.111 0.159 0.040 0.278

DID (ref: post-famine)
Provincial EDR
�Pre-famine �0.026* �0.012 �0.001 �0.013y �0.016 �0.019y �0.015 0.001 0.009
�Famine �0.011 �0.021* �0.018y �0.006 �0.020y �0.023y �0.008 �0.014 0.001

Provincial CSSI
�Pre-famine �0.009 �0.004 �0.003 �0.001 �0.009 �0.012y 0.001 0.007 0.009
�Famine �0.005 �0.008 �0.007 0.003 �0.024** �0.018* 0.000 �0.003 �0.002

Prefecture CSSI
�Pre-famine �0.005 �0.003 �0.006 �0.004 �0.007 �0.010* �0.002 0.005 0.004
�Famine �0.004 �0.004 �0.001 0.001 �0.022*** �0.019** �0.001 0.000 0.000

Famine cohort probit
Provincial EDR �0.017y �0.022** �0.027* �0.017* �0.008 �0.012 �0.008 �0.006 �0.004
Provincial CSSI �0.014** �0.013** �0.016* �0.008 �0.010 �0.010 �0.006 �0.004 �0.005
Prefecture CSSI �0.012* �0.009y �0.008 �0.006 �0.010y �0.010y �0.005 �0.002 �0.001

Famine cohort 2SLS
Prefecture CSSI 0.001 �0.004 0.003 0.006 �0.005y �0.004 0.000 0.000 0.000
Diagnostic statistics
First-stage F 16.74 16.74 19.61 15.56 14.98 15.56 15.56 15.49 12.67
Stock-Yogo's test Passed Passed Passed Passed Passed Passed Passed Passed Passed

Note: SCD ¼ simple cohort difference; DCT ¼ deviation from cohort trend; DID ¼ difference-in-differences; 2SLS ¼ two-stage least squares; EDR ¼ excess death rate;
CSSI ¼ cohort size shrinkage index. All the models control for gender and birth quarters. The SCD, DCT, and DID models additionally control for provincial fixed effects.
yp < 0.1; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001 based on prefecture-level cluster standard errors.
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severity had similar or even lower levels of health risks in later life
(as indicated by the biomarkers) than did the post-famine cohort
living in areas less affected by the famine.

A similar pattern that contradicts the fetal origins hypothesis
persists when we relaxed the assumption about no intrinsic cohort
difference by exploiting only the spatial variation in famine severity
within the famine cohort. Famine severity, regardless of how it is
measured, was negatively associated with the risks of having
abnormal diastolic and systolic BP. Provincial-level famine severity,
measured by EDR or CSSI, was also negatively associated with high
resting pulse. Famine severity was also negatively associated with
some measures of cholesterol: provincial-level EDR was signifi-
cantly related to HDL cholesterol, and prefecture-level CSSI was
marginally related to both LDL and total cholesterol.

Turning to the IV estimates, the first-stage F-statistic unani-
mously exceeds the rule of thumb value of 10, and the Stock-Yogo's
test of weak IVs is rejected for every biomarker (Staiger and Stock,
1997). The IV estimates showed a marginally significant, negative
effect of prefecture-level famine severity on abnormally high LDL
cholesterol, contrary to the fetal origins hypothesis.

As a sensitivity check, Table 4 reports the estimates of famine
effects on cardiovascular and metabolic diseases measured by
combinations of biomarkers and self-reports. A similar pattern
emerges as that in Table 3. The SCD estimates provide strong evi-
dence for the fetal origins hypothesis, since both the pre-famine
and famine cohorts were at greater risks of hypertension and dia-
betes compared to the post-famine cohort. The DCT estimates also
indicate elevated risks of heart problems in the pre-famine and
famine cohorts. However, these significant relationships either
disappeared or were reversed in direction in the DID estimates. One
exception is that the pre-famine cohort living in areas more heavily
affected by the famine remained at amarginally significantly higher
risk of diabetes when famine severity was approximated by
provincial-level CSSI. When we exploited spatial variations in
famine exposure among the famine cohort alone, we again found
evidence against the fetal origins hypothesis. Famine severity,
measured by EDR or CSSI at provincial or prefecture-level, consis-
tently reduced the risks of hypertension, heart problem, and dys-
lipidemia. The IV estimates show no significant famine effects.

As another sensitivity check, we repeated the same analyses in
Table 3 with additional controls for self-reported diagnoses and
treatments for cardiovascular and metabolic diseases. Including
these endogenous variables does not alter the general patterns
described above, despite reduced significance levels for several
coefficients (see Appendix Table A2).

To further replicate and compare with previous research, Table 4
also reports estimates for nutritional outcomes based on anthropo-
metric measures. Overall, we observed the same results as before,
with famine exposure having either no effect or seemingly health-
promoting effects through reduced BMI and risks of overweight and
abdominalobesity.Oneexceptionalfindingpertains toheight. Famine
exposure significantly undermined height attainment. This result
persistedwhenweexamined faminecohortonly.Anotherexceptional
finding is that the IV estimate indicates a marginally significant, pos-
itive effect of prefecture-level CSSI on the risk of abdominal obesity.

Lastly, the spatial clusterings of high CSSI (see Fig. 1) suggest
potential correlation of the error term across nearby prefectures.
This may not be a serious problem in our study because ignoring
such between-prefecture correlation may result in underestimated
standard errors and hence inflated significance levels. Any statis-
tical adjustment would then further attenuate rather than improve
the existing evidence of the fetal origin hypothesis e a key argu-
ment in this study. Furthermore, the error termmay not be spatially
correlated across prefectures after controlling for CSSI and other
covariates and calculating robust errors as we have done. Because a
full spatial model is beyond the scope of this study, we investigated
this possibility through a simple residual analysis. We calculated
residuals from the models estimated above and regressed them on



Table 4
Estimated coefficients of famine effects on combined disease risks from biomarkers, self-reports, and anthropometries.

Hypertension Heart problem Dyslipidemia Diabetes Height BMI Overweight Abdominal obesity

SCD (ref: post-famine)
Pre-famine 0.218*** 0.075 0.020 0.141* �1.332*** �0.542*** �0.125* �0.069
Famine 0.128* 0.020 0.039 0.166* �0.727* �0.165 �0.060 �0.047

DCT (ref: post-famine)
Pre-famine 0.013 0.525* �0.066 �0.166 �0.631 0.451 0.262 0.227
Famine �0.036 0.261y �0.074 0.017 �0.300 0.191 0.096 0.047

DID (ref: post-famine)
Provincial EDR
�Pre-famine �0.012y �0.003 �0.019** 0.007 �0.082** �0.040* �0.008 �0.015**
�Famine �0.012 �0.023* �0.014y �0.015 0.007 �0.041* �0.017* 0.002

Provincial CSSI
�Pre-famine �0.004 �0.002 �0.007 0.009y �0.038 �0.017 �0.002 �0.006
�Famine �0.004 �0.011* �0.005 �0.005 0.014 �0.018 �0.009y 0.007

Prefecture CSSI
�Pre-famine �0.003 �0.005 �0.007y 0.006 �0.028 �0.026* �0.004 �0.006
�Famine �0.003 �0.004 �0.005 �0.002 0.013 �0.021y �0.008* 0.004

Famine cohort probit/OLS
Provincial EDR �0.017* �0.029** �0.020** �0.012 �0.127** �0.019 �0.009 0.010
Provincial CSSI �0.012* �0.022** �0.012** �0.007 �0.079* �0.019 �0.009y 0.007
Prefecture CSSI �0.010* �0.012* �0.010* �0.005 �0.057* �0.022y �0.009* 0.003

Famine cohort 2SLS
Prefecture CSSI �0.004 �0.003 0.003 �0.002 �0.107 0.049 �0.002 0.015y
Diagnostic statistics
First-stage F 16.98 19.91 15.12 15.36 16.67 16.89 16.89 16.77
Stock-Yogo's test Passed Passed Passed Passed Passed Passed Passed Passed

Note: SCD ¼ simple cohort difference; DCT ¼ deviation from cohort trend; DID ¼ difference-in-differences; 2SLS ¼ two-stage least squares; EDR ¼ excess death rate;
CSSI ¼ cohort size shrinkage index. All the models control for gender and birth quarters. The SCD, DCT, and DID models additionally control for provincial fixed effects.
yp < 0.1; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001 based on prefecture-level cluster standard errors.
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the longitudes and latitudes of prefecture centroids. We found only
a limited number of significant coefficients (see Appendix
Table A3), suggesting that between-prefecture correlation was not
a serious problem.
6. Discussion

During the past few decades, health researchers have been
enthusiastic in testing Barker's fetal origins hypothesis (Barker,
1990, 1995a,b) because, if sustained empirically, it can
contribute significantly to our knowledge about the long-term
health consequences of early-life events (for reviews, see
Bateson et al., 2004; Ben-Shlomo and Kuh, 2002; Gluckman et al.,
2008). Evidence supporting the fetal origins hypothesis also has
important public health implications in terms of identifying the
right target (pregnant women), timing (prenatal), and strategy
(improving maternal nutrition) for interventions to reduce health
disparities in future generations. Therefore, recent empirical
studies have used famines as natural experiments to address the
endogeneity problems in inferring the causal health effects of
prenatal malnutrition from observational data.

Our analysis addresses the problems of measurement error
and intrinsic cohort difference that plague conventional studies.
Through a systematic comparison, we show how estimates of the
famine effects can be driven by the choice of analytical strategy.
We conclude that using famine as a natural experiment does not
eliminate the potential for making erroneous inferences when
other analytical flaws are present.

The current study is innovative and contributes to the literature
in at least two important ways. First, using China's 1959e1961
famine as a natural experiment, we have conducted a compre-
hensive analysis of the impacts of prenatal malnutrition on later-
life chronic disease risks by comparing estimation results from a
variety of measurement and estimation strategies. Because we
drew on publicly available, nationally representative data sources
(the 2011 CHARLS, the 1% sample of the 1990 China Population
Census, and the People's Daily), our findings have greater gener-
alizability than existing studies using regional samples (Chen and
Zhou, 2007; Fung and Ha, 2010; Gørgens et al., 2012; Huang et al.,
2010b, 2013; Luo et al., 2006; Meng and Qian, 2009), and can be
replicated by other researchers. We also expanded health in-
dicators from such anthropometric proxies as body weight and
height to more direct and accurate measures using biomarkers
that capture cardiovascular and metabolic functions. Contrary to
the provincial homogeneity assumption often held in previous
studies (Chen and Zhou, 2007; Fan and Qian, 2015; Fung and Ha,
2010), we illustrated considerable regional variations in famine
severity at sub-provincial level (Table 2 and Fig. 1). We exploited
these finer geographic variations to obtain more accurate DID
estimates than past studies that focused solely on provincial var-
iations. Last, we went beyond conventional between-cohort
comparison and DID approaches by constructing IVs to adjust
for measurement errors in famine exposure and focusing on
spatial variations within the famine cohort only. These features of
our analytical approach together ensure the robustness of our
empirical findings.

Second, after comparing results obtained from a variety of
analytic strategies, we concluded that evidence supporting the
fetal origins hypothesis was weak. Only when using the standard
SCD estimates (and in a few cases the DCT estimates) did we find
significantly increased chronic disease risks among the pre-famine
and famine cohorts. After purging constant cohort difference
across regions that were affected by the famine to varying degrees,
the DID estimates indicated either null or seemingly positive
health effects (reduced chronic disease risks) in later life associ-
ated with prenatal famine exposure. Similar results persisted
when we entirely discarded cohort comparison and instead
leveraged fine-grained geographic variations in famine severity
within the famine cohort. The IV estimates were generally not
significant; and when they were borderline significant in a few
cases, they suggested positive health effects of prenatal famine
exposure. These results are robust against different measures of
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health.
Weacknowledge thatourestimates of long-termhealth effects of

the GLF famine are confounded by differential mortality and inter-
pret the null and negative findings as the evidence of selective
mortality at work rather than the counterevidence against the fetal
origins hypothesis per se. In other words, we do not believe that
prenatal exposure to famine could “causally” decrease one's health
risks in later life. Instead, we concur with Song and colleagues that
because fetuses, infants, children, and adults of poorer health
endowment are more likely to be lost in the famine, the surviving
famine cohort are likely to consist of the fittest individuals who are
resilient to adverse environments (Song, 2009, 2010, 2013b; Song
et al., 2009). Therefore, it is only possible to observe the negative
long-term health effects of famine when famine survivors are not
dominated by the selective frailty process. The positive estimates in
this studymay simply reflect that mortality selection outweighs the
famine effects. On the other hand, our insignificant estimates sug-
gests thateithermortality selectionoffsets the famine effects, or that
early-life exposure to theGLF famine indeedhasno long-termhealth
consequence. One appealing strategy to disentangle the long-term
health effect of famine and the selection effect is to compare the
healthoutcomesbetween the childrenof thepre-famine and famine
cohorts and those of the post-famine cohort, the idea being that
children inherit their parents' genotype (the selection effect) but not
their phenotype (the famine effect) (Gørgens et al., 2012). Unfortu-
nately, CHARLS does not collect data on children's cardiovascular
and metabolic conditions.

We draw two important methodological implications for future
research. First, estimates of famine effects can be highly sensitive to
choices of analytic strategies and measures of health outcomes. For
example, the typical SCD estimates show opposite effects to the
other estimates in this study. The DID estimates turned out more
significant for cholesterol-related biomarkers but less so after being
combined with self-reported disease diagnosis; while the within-
famine cohort estimates exhibited more significant results for
measures related to hypertension but not diabetes. Thus, more
comprehensive sensitivity analyses using multiple health in-
dicators and modes are warranted in future research to avoid
making biased inference.
Appendix

Table A1. Estimated coefficients of famine effects on high-risk systo

SCD DCT

Male (ref: female) �0.021 �0.021
Birth quarter (ref: quarter 1)
Quarter 2 0.065 0.064
Quarter 3 0.120 0.120
Quarter 4 0.117y 0.117y

Birth year 0.084
Birth year2 �0.027
Birth year3 0.002
Cohort (ref: post-famine)
Pre-famine 0.279*** �0.047
Famine 0.163* �0.038

Provincial EDR
Provincial EDR � Pre-famine
Provincial EDR � Famine
Provincial CSSI
Provincial CSSI � Pre-famine
Provincial CSSI � Famine
Prefecture CSSI
Prefecture CSSI � Pre-famine
Prefecture CSSI � Pre-famine
Second, empirical tests of long-term health effects of prenatal
exposure to famine are challenging, becausemortality selectionmay
dominate the health-detrimental famine effects in observational
data. Although it remains methodologically appealing in terms of
accounting for endogeneity, regarding famine as a natural experi-
ment has drawbacks as demonstrated in this study.

Several study limitations are noteworthy. First, similar to
many other famine studies, we do not have data to accurately
measure individual-level prenatal exposure. Using ecological
measures of famine severity at provincial or prefecture-level is a
reasonable alternative, but may conceal important individual
heterogeneity within the same region. Second, ecological mea-
sures such as EDR and CSSI are all estimated from government
statistics that may be subject to falsification, although our IV
approach helps to reduce measurement error. Third, like other
studies of the GLF famine, we have (1) difficulty demarcating the
timing of in utero famine exposure due to the lack of reliable and
accurate vital statistics for this period (Susser and St Clair, 2013),
and (2) a relatively small sample size after excluding the missing
data.

Lastly, our IVs may be invalid if regional variation in exag-
gerations of grain yields was not related to regional variation in
famine severity (violating the relevance assumption), or exag-
gerations of grain yields correlated with, for example, the CCP
support which in turn affected subsequent recovery from the
famine and population health (violating the exclusion restriction
assumption). We have performed an additional analysis by con-
structing numbers of old revolutionary bases at the prefecture-
level from government statistics (Department of Agriculture,
1989) as an indicator of regional political loyalty to the CPC
(Kung and Lin, 2003), and found it only modestly correlated (in
the range of 0.16e0.19) with the two IVs (results not shown).
Furthermore, massive political turmoil and economic disruption
continued nationwide for nearly two decades after the GLF,
severely restricting government efforts to restore public health
resources. Therefore, it is possible that the IV assumptions still
hold. Despite these limitations, overall, our study adds new
empirical evidence and methodological insights to the contro-
versial literature on the fetal origins hypothesis.
lic blood pressure.

DID

Provincial EDR Provincial CSSI Prefecture CSSI

�0.020 �0.021 �0.021

0.067 0.066 0.064
0.125 0.122 0.121
0.121* 0.120* 0.117y

0.374*** 0.437y 0.391y
0.316** 0.477 0.340
0.033*

�0.012
�0.021*

�0.081*
�0.004
�0.008

0.003
�0.003
�0.004



Table A1 (continued). Estimated coefficients of famine effects on high-risk systolic blood pressure.

Famine cohort probit Famine cohort 2SLS

Provincial EDR Provincial CSSI Prefecture CSSI First stage Second stage

Male (ref: female) 0.026 0.020 0.021 �0.353 0.006
Birth quarter (ref: quarter 1)
Quarter 2 0.099 0.106 0.107 1.166 0.032
Quarter 3 0.139 0.138 0.132 1.167 0.039
Quarter 4 0.084 0.092 0.078 0.131 0.023

Provincial EDR �0.022**
Provincial CSSI �0.013**
Prefecture CSSI �0.009y �0.004
N of exaggerations �0.112*
N of counties exaggerating grain yields 1.646***

Note: SCD ¼ simple cohort difference; DCT ¼ deviation from cohort trend; DID ¼ difference-in-differences; 2SLS ¼ two-stage least squares; EDR ¼ excess death rate;
CSSI ¼ cohort size shrinkage index. All the models control for gender and birth quarters. The SCD, DCT, and DID models additionally control for provincial fixed effects.
yp < 0.1; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001 based on prefecture-level cluster standard errors.

Table A2. Estimated coefficients of famine effects on high-risk biomarkers with additional controls for diagnosis and treatment for cardiovascular and metabolic diseases.

Diastolic BP Systolic BP Resting pulse Cholesterol Triglyceride Glucose HbA1c

HDL LDL Total

SCD (ref: post-famine)
Pre-famine �0.004 0.217*** 0.038 �0.055 0.261** 0.140* �0.042 0.132* 0.038
Famine 0.095 0.129y �0.001 �0.042 0.248** 0.021 0.046 0.158y 0.036

DCT (ref: post-famine)
Pre-famine �0.195 �0.170 0.577y �0.087 0.090 0.024 0.047 �0.169 0.272
Famine �0.171 �0.111 0.323y �0.119 0.075 �0.118 0.141 0.006 0.238

DID (ref: post-famine)
Provincial EDR
�Pre-famine �0.024* �0.009 �0.001 �0.012y �0.015 �0.018y �0.015 0.002 0.011
�Famine �0.006 �0.017y �0.018y �0.004 �0.019 �0.022y �0.005 �0.012 0.005

Provincial CSSI
�Pre-famine �0.008 �0.002 �0.003 0.000 �0.009 �0.011y 0.000 0.008 0.011
�Famine �0.003 �0.005 �0.007 0.004 �0.023** �0.018* 0.001 �0.003 �0.001

Prefecture CSSI
�Pre-famine �0.003 �0.001 �0.006 �0.003 �0.007 �0.010* �0.001 0.006 0.007
�Famine �0.002 �0.002 �0.001 0.001 �0.021*** �0.019** 0.000 0.001 0.001

Famine cohort probit
Provincial EDR �0.013 �0.018* �0.027* �0.016* �0.007 �0.012 �0.006 �0.004 �0.002
Provincial CSSI �0.011* �0.009y �0.015* �0.007 �0.010 �0.010 �0.005 �0.003 �0.004
Prefecture CSSI �0.010* �0.006 �0.008 �0.006 �0.009y �0.010y �0.004 �0.001 �0.001

Famine cohort 2SLS
Prefecture CSSI 0.003 �0.001 0.003 0.007 �0.005 �0.004 0.001 0.001 0.000
Diagnostic statistics
First-stage F 14.26 14.26 16.65 13.07 12.6 13.07 13.07 13.00 10.63
Stock-Yogo's test Passed Passed Passed Passed Passed Passed Passed Passed Passed

Note: SCD ¼ simple cohort difference; DCT ¼ deviation from cohort trend; DID ¼ difference-in-differences; 2SLS ¼ two-stage least squares; EDR ¼ excess death rate;
CSSI ¼ cohort size shrinkage index. All the models control for gender and birth quarters. The SCD, DCT, and DID models additionally control for provincial fixed effects.
yp < 0.1; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001 based on prefecture-level cluster standard errors.

Table A3. Coefficient estimates from regressing residuals of high-risk biomarkers on the geographic coordinates of prefecture centroids.

Diastolic BP Systolic BP Resting pulse Cholesterol Triglyceride Glucose HbA1c

HDL LDL Total

SCD
Longitude �0.002 �0.005y 0.006* �0.002 �0.003 �0.002 �0.003 �0.002 �0.002
Latitude 0.001 0.001 0.003 0.004 �0.002 �0.001 0.004 0.000 0.000

DCT
Longitude �0.001 �0.003 0.004 �0.001 �0.003 �0.002 �0.004 �0.003 0.000
Latitude 0.001 0.000 0.002 0.005 �0.001 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.000

DID
Provincial EDR
Longitude �0.001 �0.004 0.007* �0.002 �0.002 �0.001 �0.002 �0.001 �0.002
Latitude 0.001 0.001 0.003 0.004 �0.002 �0.001 0.004 0.000 0.000

Provincial CSSI
Longitude �0.001 �0.005y 0.007* �0.002 �0.002 �0.002 �0.003 �0.002 �0.002
Latitude 0.001 0.001 0.003 0.004 0.002 0.000 0.004 0.000 0.000

Prefecture CSSI
Longitude �0.002 �0.002 0.005y �0.002 �0.003 �0.002 0.001 0.000 0.000
Latitude 0.006* 0.006y 0.001 0.005 0.000 0.002 0.005 0.003 0.002

Famine cohort probit
Provincial EDR
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(continued )

Diastolic BP Systolic BP Resting pulse Cholesterol Triglyceride Glucose HbA1c

HDL LDL Total

Longitude 0.009 0.008 0.011y �0.003 0.009 0.006 �0.006 �0.007 �0.005
Latitude 0.002 0.006 0.005 0.002 �0.011y �0.001 0.021** 0.029*** 0.008

Provincial CSSI
Longitude 0.008 0.007 0.012y �0.003 0.007 0.004 �0.005 �0.007 �0.006
Latitude 0.003 0.006 0.002 �0.001 �0.006 0.001 0.020** 0.028*** 0.009y

Prefecture CSSI
Longitude 0.004 �0.001 0.010y �0.005 0.008 0.007 �0.005 �0.002 0.002
Latitude 0.007 0.008 �0.001 0.000 �0.006 �0.001 0.017** 0.010 0.004

Famine cohort 2SLS
Longitude 0.002* �0.004** 0.005*** �0.001 �0.002 �0.001 0.002 0.001 0.001
Latitude 0.000 0.004** �0.003** 0.000 0.000 0.000 �0.001 0.000 0.001

Note: SCD ¼ simple cohort difference; DCT ¼ deviation from cohort trend; DID ¼ difference-in-differences; 2SLS ¼ two-stage least squares; EDR ¼ excess death rate;
CSSI ¼ cohort size shrinkage index. All the models control for gender and birth quarters. The SCD, DCT, and DID models additionally control for provincial fixed effects.
yp < 0.1; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001 based on prefecture-level cluster standard errors.
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